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Eco Expert Marci Zaroff Launches

First Size-Inclusive, Sustainable

Apparel Line On QVC

Jan 23, 2021, 07:09am EST | 965 views

Kristin Larson Contributor

Marci Zaroff, founder and CEO of ECOFashion Corp, gears up to launch Seed to Style on QVC.  COURTESY

OF ECOFASHION

Internationally renowned eco-lifestyle expert Marci Zaroff—who coined the
term “eco-fashion” in 1995—is about to launch the first size-inclusive,
completely sustainable (GOTS-certified) fashion brand, Seed to Style, sold
exclusively on QVC.

The apparel line, launching Jan. 29 at 5 p.m. EST, will offer sizes from XXS to
3XL, made from certified organic cotton. The pieces will range in price from
$32 for a long-sleeved cotton jersey thumbhole top to $70 for a two-piece
cotton dip-dyed lounge set.

Seed to Style, the first-ever size-inclusive, GOTS-certified fashion line, includes stylish casual ... [+]

COURTESY OF ECOFASHION CORP

PROMOTED

“I’ve spent 25 years breaking the stigma that you have to give up style or pay a
lot more for sustainable fashion,” says Zaroff, founder and CEO of
ECOfashion Corp. the parent company of Seed to Style. “We lead with modern
design. It’s the most stylish, affordable and authentic brand anywhere—all
certified organic—from seed to style.”

The line will marry two of the fashion industry’s most in-demand trends—size
inclusivity and sustainability—while offering affordability, something the
televised home shopping channel is known for.
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QVC seemed like a natural platform for the eco expert to debut the next
chapter of her lifestyle world; her home collection, Farm to Home, launched
on the channel in 2019.

“I’ve been on air about 10 times,” says Zaroff, who raised $1 million in seed
funding for the fashion startup and is in the process of raising an additional
$5 million in Series A funding. “We sold out our first [home] collection
completely. Each time I was on air, we sold more items and then some were
reordered.”

The Need For Sustainable Inclusive Fashion

Sustainable fashion should include all sizes, yet the reality is less than 20% of
“conscious products” cater to above-average sizes, according to Edited.

“The future of sustainability needs to be inclusive,” noted Kayla Marci, market
analyst for Edited, in the report, “How size-inclusive is sustainable fashion?”
“Brands can’t rightly call themselves sustainable if they are ignoring
marginalized groups, which includes size.”

What Makes Seed to Style Unique

The name “Seed to Style” literally speaks to the origin of how the fibers,
fabrics and products are made, using GMO-free seeds to grow organic cotton.
The products are all Global Organic Textile Standard (GOTS)-certified—
considered the gold standard in the world of organic textiles and sustainable
fashion. The entire line is made in India.

“We’re telling a very authentic, transparent story,” says Zaroff, author of
“ECOrenaissance: A Lifestyle Guide for Cocreating a Stylish, Sexy, and
Sustainable World.”

"It’s designed to be very versatile, timeless, easy care, easy wear, comfortable and on-trend," says ... [+]

COURTESY OF ECOFASHION CORP

“We’re building the product from the seed to the shelf,” Zaroff says. “I spend a
lot of time with farmers. And the beauty of this is farmers see the seed as life,
so we’re bringing that energy of supporting human and environmental
wellness all the way up the supply chain to the finished product.”

The debut collection will feature 14 styles in a wide range of colors and prints,
such as tie dye, animal prints and ombre. Standout pieces include a French
terry pullover, sweater poncho and short-sleeved ruched dress.

Zaroff says the demographic is less about age and more about mentality.

“The QVC customer is hearing about sustainability and organic from their
children, they’re aware, the other demographic is the moms and
grandmothers who want to leave the world in a better place for their
children,” says Zaroff. “It’s designed to be very versatile, timeless, easy care,
easy wear, comfortable and on-trend.”

The collection is designed a casual vibe—fitting with the current social climate
and stay-at-home mindset.

“It’s more comfort athleisure with great fashion detail,” Zaroff says. “You can
lounge at home or throw on some shoes and jewelry and go out at night.
Elevated essentials.”

QVC lauded the new apparel launch, saying it brings to life a “shared
commitment to both style and sustainability.”

“QVC’s long-standing commitment to doing business the right way includes
protecting the environment and championing a more sustainable way to
retail,” said Rachel Ungaro, general merchandise manager and vice president
of apparel for QVC and HSN, in an email.

Zaroff would like to see the line expand into accessories, beauty, kids, mommy
and me fashions and potentially men’s.

“The following on QVC is much more women-oriented,” she says. “This is just
the beginning. We’re hoping for a longterm partnership with QVC. As an eco
lifestyle expert, it’s not just home and fashion, there are other products
beyond that that are part of this whole lifestyle movement.”

Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. 

Kristin Larson

I’m a Chicago-based writer with more than 20 years of experience covering fashion, retail

and beauty. My experience includes writing about entertainment, news and fashion…
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I'm a news reporter for Forbes, primarily covering the U.S. South.

Moon Rock In, Diet Coke Button

Out: Here Are The Changes Joe

Biden Has Made To Oval Office

Decor

ELECTION 2020 | Jan 21, 2021, 08:26pm EST | 173,510 views

Nicholas Reimann Forbes Staff

Updated Jan 21, 2021, 08:31pm EST

TOPLINE  President Joe Biden has wasted little time in making the White
House his own, bringing with him a new staff, new set of policies and a new
sense of interior decorating—one that has already been well noticed by social
media. Here are some of the notable aesthetic changes Biden brought to the
Oval Office:

President Joe Biden sits in the Oval Office as he signs a series of orders at the White House in ... [+]  AFP

VIA GETTY IMAGES

KEY FACTS

SURPRISING FACT

Looks like Biden kept the drapes, one of a few remnants from Trump, along
with the wall paper and a pair of patterned, cream-colored couches that first
appeared in the oval office during the administration of George W. Bush.

KEY BACKGROUND

The Oval Office is the president’s primary place of business, meaning many of
the world’s most powerful people will pass through. It’s common to see
changes in decor as a new administration comes into power, as was the case
four years ago when Trump took office, with a redesign reportedly inspired by
previous presidents.

TANGENT

Trump’s makeover of the White House, including the Oval Office, came with a
$3.4 million price tag after the billionaire said former President Barack
Obama left the building a “dump,” while aides anonymously claimed the
Obama administration left stains on the wallpaper. Biden has made no such
claims about his predecessor, but did have the White House go through a
thorough deep cleaning before moving in.

FURTHER READING

Trump insisted on hanging bright gold drapes in the Oval Office — here are
past presidents' offices for comparison (Business Insider)

Trump's $3m White House redesign? It's as drab as a downmarket hotel (The
Guardian)

Follow me on Twitter. Send me a secure tip. 

Nicholas Reimann

I'm a New Orleans-based news reporter for Forbes covering the U.S. South and breaking

news. Previously, I wrote for The Times-Picayune | The New Orleans Advocate covering…

 Read More

Twitter lit up Thursday morning when photos showed Biden at the Resolute
desk, which was lacking a key installation from the Trump administration:
a box with a button that would reportedly summon a butler to bring
President Donald Trump a Diet Coke on a silver platter.

•

Tom Newton Dunn
@tnewtondunn

President Biden has removed the Diet Coke button. When 
@ShippersUnbound and I interviewed Donald Trump in 2019, 
we became fascinated by what the little red button did. 
Eventually Trump pressed it, and a butler swiftly brought in a 
Diet Coke on a silver platter. It's gone now.

A large portrait of Andrew Jackson that peered over Trump at his desk is
gone, replaced by founding father Benjamin Franklin.

•

Tim Dickinson
@7im

andrew jackson has been replaced with ben franklin

Behind the president’s desk, a bust of labor leader Cesar Chavez has been
swapped in for a bust of Trump’s father, the late real estate developer Fred
Trump.

•

Mark Gongloff
@markgongloff

Another major Oval Office upgrade: A bust of labor organizer 
Cesar Chavez where Fred Trump used to be 
washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/…

The large beige rug that covered most of the room for the past four years is
out, exchanged for a dark blue rug.

•

CTV News
@CTVNews

Oval Office gets fresh redesign for Biden 
ctvnews.ca/lifestyle/oval…

A bust of Winston Churchill is also out, much to the fury of British tabloids,
while art honoring Franklin D. Roosevelt and Rosa Parks is now in.

•

Andrew Overton
@AROverton

 Hi British press. Former @UKinUSA spokesperson here. 
This is a non-story. The special relationship is enduring.

UK is the 2nd biggest contributor NATO, has a seat on the 
UN Security Council, and you're hosting @COP26. This is 
what matters to the US.

But the real conversation piece might be the moon rock Biden has on loan
from NASA to recognize the ambitions of earlier generations; the rock was
chipped from a large boulder during the 1972 Apollo 17 mission, the most
recent time humans have walked on the moon.

•

•
Josh Billinson
@jbillinson

The moon rock in Joe Biden’s Oval Office is from Apollo 17, 
the last manned mission to the Moon, and was recovered by 
Gene Cernan and Harrison Schmitt. 

Four years later, Schmitt would be elected to the US Senate, 
where he would serve with ... Joe Biden!

· Jan 20, 2021Hunter Schwarz @hunterschwarz
Replying to @hunterschwarz

Biden’s Oval Office includes busts of:
-Martin Luther King, Jr.
-Robert Kennedy
-Cesar Chavez
-Rosa Parks
-Eleanor Roosevelt
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